Let L? be an alternating diagram and Ao(a, z) E Z[a*', z*'] the regular isotopy invariant of D introduced by L.H. Kauffman. With respect to variable a, the maximal and minimal degrees of AD (a, ,z) are given. Furthermore, it will be shown that the shape of D is strongly reflected in the coefficient polynomials at the maximal and minimal powers of a.
Introduction
The Kaujfrnan polynomial is an invariant for oriented links introduced by Kauffman [ 1, 2] , which is defined as follows. Let notice that the reduced degrees of polynomials with respect to variable a coincide with the numbers of crossings in alternating diagrams, which has been unknown or unproved.
In this article, we will establish such new results on Kauffman polynomials of alternating links. To state them, we must prepare several notation. Suppose D is a reduced, connected, alternating link diagram in lR*, and shade the regions of D so that, near each crossing, they are shaded as indicated in Fig. 1 . This is possible because D is alternating. Then we define graphs, denoted by BD (respectively Wo), whose vertices correspond to shaded (respectively unshaded) regions and whose edges correspond to crossings shared by shaded (respectively unshaded) regions. Though these graphs have no loops, they may have multiple edges. A multiple edge of order ~1 of BD (respectively WD) is p edges corresponding to just p crossings shared by two shaded (respectively unshaded) regions. The number of vertices in BD (respectively WD) is denoted by r(D) (respectively T(D)), and the number of multiple edges of order p in BD (respectively WD) is denoted by n,(D) (respectively f%,(D)). 
Main Theorem. If D is a reduced, connected, alternating link diagram, then
max-deg, AL) (a, z) = r(D) -1, min-deg, AD (a,z) = 1 -F(D) and A,(D)-1 (Z; D) = z'-'(~) n &(z)~*(~), IL21 A] -t(D) (Z; D) = Z'-r(D) g WFD)>
Corollary 1.2. If D and D' are reduced, connected alternating diagrams of a link L, we have n,(D) = nP(D') and tip(D) = +&(D') for any p.
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The famous "Tait flyping conjecture", which is recently settled by Menasco and 
Proof of Main Theorem
Throughout this article, we shall assume that a link diagram D lies in general position relative to a height function r/j of W*, where each crossing is arranged as shown in Fig. 2 . A crossing in D is said to be positive or negative with respect to li, according to Fig. 2 . Furthermore, b(D) denotes the number of local maxima of D with respect to $J.
We then deform each negative crossing as shown in Fig. 3 , and denote the resultant diagram by 5.
Using a state model for AD(~, z) given by Turaev [6] , we can prove
From now on, D is supposed to be a reduced, connected, alternating link diagram in R*. Without loss of generality, we can suppose the infinite region is unshaded. A shaded region p in D is said to have parents if there exist 2 shaded regions g, r, which are adjacent in BD, such that p is in a finite region of R2 -[cr U ~1. However, by flyping, we can suppose that no parents exists in D. See Fig. 4 . Suppose that the line meets D-1 again. We can suppose the line intersects shaded regions of D-1 in a finite family A of arcs. Then, we also get a finite family 23 of shaded, connected diagrams by cutting shaded regions of D-1 along these arcs. Since the crossing in Fig. 8 touches the infinite region, every arc in A is shared by two distinct elements of 2). So, if every element in 29 touches both sides of the line, infinite elements 
Lemma 2.2. By isotopy of R2, we can deform D so that b( 6) = F-( 0).
AT(D)-&;&+I) +'b(~)-&z;Df-~) = Z'%(D)-I (GDf).
In particular, if f = 0, we have
by Claim. This implies From Main Theorem, we have n &(z + z-')n@) = n <,(z + X-')n@'). &I Gi
By comparing roots of both sides, we can observe n,(D) = n,(D) for each ~1. 13
